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This document describes the space shuttle vehicle ccnfura ons andi 	(ii  	 h p	 g
the vehicle/mission requirements Which are to be used as the basis for
the spr.;ce shuttle auxiliary propulsion system design study. This
study is being conducted by the Manned Spacecraft Center wider con-
t ract NAS9-12013. The vehi,, le configurations and vehicle /miss{on
requirements basically reflect phase Final vehicle configurations
and mission requirements. The inclusion of a particular vehicle
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NASA, nor should these data be considered applicable to contracts
other than the one listed above.
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SECTION I. General Reauiresn is - The following general requirments shall be
applied for RCS/CKS design.
1. The vehicle trajectory design load factors shall be 3R maaisum along the vehicle
longitudinal axis.
2. Systems shall be designed for a ndnin n of maintenance with ease of removal and
replacement; maximum use of aircraft design practice will be used.
3. The reaction control system shall provide three-axis translation and
three-axis attitude control capability for orbiter stages and three-axis attitude
control for booster stages and shall be designed to minimize cross coupling which
may result from normal operational modes or potential failure modes.
4. The space shuttle design shaJ.l include proper onboard provisions to quickly and
easily place the space shuttle in a safe condition following landing.
5. Maximum use of existing standards for the selection, design, packaging, and
integration of hardware should be employed, consistent with program operational
requirements.
6. The RCS shall be capable of operating satisfactorily when subjected to normal-g,
reduced g, zero g, or reversed-g environments ,  with no time limitation imposed for
any of these conditions.
7. The RCS shall permit propellant fill and drain and pressurization and venting in
either a vertical or horizontal booster orientation.
8. The reaction control system shall function independent of gravity field
and vehicle attitude orientation.
9. The vehicle should be capable of loading fluid consumables within the 2-hour
period immediately prior to launch.
10. The auxiliary propulsion system shall be designed to function for a minimum
service life of 100 mission cycles over a 10-year period With cost effective
refurbishment.
11. At least 7 days of self-sustaining lifetime shall be provided for the mission
duration.
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12. The APB shall be designed to fail safe after the failure of any two critical
components. An exception to this will be the OMs operation in the abort mode.
In this case the OMS shall be designed for fail safe operation after a single
failure; i.e., assuming that the main engine failure constitutes the first system
failure. Pressure vessels and fluid lines shall be considered exempt from the
fail safe criteria, but shall be appropriately designed for the necessary reliable
operation. Redundant paths, such as fluid lines, electrical wiring, connectors,
and explosive trains, shell be located to ensure that an event which damages one
line is not likely to damage the other.
2. Reference Mission Requirements - The Space Shuttle is designed to perform the
.._..__
three missions described in the following paragraphs. The Easterly launch mission
is designated the design mission. However, the reference South Polar mission is
primarily responsible for sizing both shuttle st°:,ges. The requirement to provide
sufficient capability for a one pass orbiter abort following an engine failure at
and/or after Orbiter-Booster separation is satisfied for each of the three missions
of interest. The nominal insertion orbit for all missions is 50 n.m. perigee by
100 n.m. apogee. Figure 2-1 provides summary data for the three shuttle missions.
Figure 2-1
Mission ReauiANsnte_ 9wmarr
Requirement
• Inclination (•)
• Orbit Altitude (ra)
• CKS Capability (fps)
• Required Payload (lb)
• Assumed Minim= Pgload (lb)
• Mission Duration (Days)
Missions
Design Reference
Easterly► Polar Resupply
28.5 90 55
100 100 270
900 650 1500
65,000 — -
- 400000 25,000
7 7 7
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2.1 D•® Sian (Eastern Launch) - The Space Shuttle design mission consists of
delivering and retrieving payloads in a 100 = circular orbit with an inclination
of 25.5 degrees, remaining in orbit up to 7 days, and returning to the launch site.
The orbiter has the capability to deploy the payload and if required, retrieve it.
Some missions may consist only of retrieving or servicing a previously launched
payload. Payloads requiring insertion into orbits such higher than the nominal
delivery altitude m1 be boosted by a orbit-to-orbit shuttle (OOB) which can also
be carried by the orbiter. Typical mission sequence of events from lift-off to
landing for the Orbiter and Booster are shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3 respectively.
The Orbiter is inserted into a 50 x 100 ru g orbit which is circularized at apogee.
The OOS is then checked, deployed and separated from the Orbiter. The OOS is
activated and checked out prior to initiation of an Orbiter - 003 spacing burn. The
OOS is them transferred to its mission orbit and the orbiter spacing burn is
terminated. The orbiter mains on station for approximtely b days and operates
in a +200
 deadband until the OOS returns to a 110 nm circular rendezvous orbit.
During this time period routine crew functions are performed and 12 orbit maintenance
burns are-made to retain the 100 nm parking orbit. After the OOS descends to the
rendezvous orbit the Orbiter maneuvers into position, deploys its docking mechanism
u.d retrieves the OOS. The cross range capability of the delta wing Orbiter
eliazinaton the need for pre-deorbit phasing. At the appropriate time the orbiter
deorbits and . returns to the launch sites The on-orbit AV values shown Im Figure 2-,2
are typical and are for translation maneuvers only. The anticipated requirement,
is 491 fps nominal. A total. AV capability of 900 fps x311 be provided.
Additional propellant is provided for on-orbit attitude 4ontrol and entry RCS.
Figure 2-4 illustrates the altitude-tiros history and mayor events of this mission.
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2.2 South Polar Raference Missies - The South Polar Reference fission consists of
launching the orbiter into an injection orbit of 50 x 100 nm, with a 90 degree
inclination and circularizing at apogee utilising the orbital maneuvering propulsion
system. A variety of payloads will be delivered, serviced and/or retrieved. The
orbiter remains in orbit for 7 days and operates in a ± 200 deadband prior to
returning to the launch site. Typical mission sequence of events from lift-off
to landing are shown in Figures 2-5 and 2-6 for the orbiter and booster. On-orbit
activities will vary with each specific mission flight and are presently undefined.
In addition to normal an orbit maneuvering functions, the CKS provides 950 fps AV
augmentation in the nominal ascent operating mode. The AV allocations of Figure 2-5
are for on orbit maneuvers only and the total requirement is 650 fps. Additional
propellant is carried for attitude control and entry RCS. Figure 2-7 illustrates major
mission events and identifies significant ascent and entry parameters.
2.3 Resu Ox Reference Mission - The resupply reference mission consists of providing
logistic support for a space station/space base in a 270 nm, 55 degree circular orbit.
Logistic support will consist of periodic transportation of wgmidable supplies,
experiments, data and passengers to and from the space station. The duration of each
mission is 7 days. The resupply mission requires the orbiter to rendezvous and dock
with the space station. Therefore, depending upon launch tiros, the orbiter my be
required to phase in a parking orbit prior to rendezvous with the space station.
Typical resupply mission sequence of events are shown in Figures 2-8 and 2-9 for the
orbiter and booster respectively. Approximat*4 5 hours of phasing, which is part of
the transfer/gross rendezvous maneuvers is considered for the orbiter. Upon
reaching apogee of the 50 x 100 nm insertion orbit perigee is raised to 123 nm.
Approximately 1/2 orbit later, the 100 nm perigee is raised to 241 nm and the Orbiter
remains in a 123 x 211 nm orbit for 1 1/2 revolutions. At this time the orbit is
changed to 241 x 250 nm and 1/2 orbit ?ester perigee is raised to 260 imn. The orbit
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is circularized at 260 nm at the appropriate time and the Orbiter prepares for
initiation of final rendezvous and docking maneuvers.
The cargo container is rotated and locked into a position 90 10 from its
original position in the cargo bay for docking to the space station. The orbiter
remains docked long enough to secure the cargo module to the station safely and
permit transfer of passengers. The orbiter then separates and remains in a
±200 deadband until cargo is transferred to the station and the return cargo is
loaded into a returning module. The orbiter then redocke with the cargo module,
separates from the station and returns to the launch site.
A typical mission will vgmid, as shown in Figure 2-8, approximately 1283 fps
AV (noon). Approximately 100 to 160 fps is estimated for dispersion corrections.
However, 1500 fps AV will be available for translation maneuvers. Additional
propellant is provided for on-orbit attitude control and entry RCS. Figure 2-10
illustrates major mission events and identifies significant ascent and entry
parameters.
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2.4 Ascent Abort Raauirumts - A major requirement for the Orbit Maneuvering
Propulsion Wetem will be to provide for safe entry in the swat of a swain engine
failure during ascent. In this mission abort situation the remaining orbiter main
engine will be operated at 109% of its nominal thrust level. However, total
ascent thrust will still be appreciably reduced and the increased gravity losses
incurred nut be made up by the orbit maneuver system. Two operating modes are
feasible, i.e., the CKS can be burned after main engine shutdown (series) or during
main engine firing (parallel). figures 2-11 and 2-12 provide definition of the
abort DY augmentation required )f the CUB as a function of W thrust level for
the three missions to be considered.
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2.5 Vehicle Acceleration Requirements - The translation and rotational acceleration
requirements for the shuttle orbiter and booster are provided in figures 2-13 and
2-14 respectively. Also provided in these figures are the attitude limits during
the various mission phases. The acceleration requirements are to be interpreted
as follows for system design:
Fail Safe - Systems shall provide in excess of
the safe acceleration levels after
any failure or any two failures
Design -	 Systems shall provide acceleration levels
above the design minimum under normal
operating conditions (i.e., no failure).
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FIGURE 2-12
ORBITER CKS ASCENT ABORT RBQUIRMWS,
FOR
SOUTH POLAR KISSION
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3.0 &stm and Gent Desien Criteria
3.1 Fac torg of WAX
Safety factors should be based on limit loads and stress conditions and
an material properties described in the "A ll allowable values of XIL MBK-511 or
equivalent values based on probability and confidence.
a. Factors of safety for applied or resultant loads, general structure.
The following factors of safety shall be applied to loads resulting from
inertia, dynamic response, engine thrust, thermal conditions, and other miscellaneous
conditions not specifically covered elsewhere. These factors of safety shall be the
ndnimm acceptable for 100 mission cycles.
Yield factor
	
- 1.1
Ultimate factor - 1.4 (Prelaunch through entry transition)
= 1.5 (Entry transition to prelaunch)
b. Factors of Safety for Pressure Systems
The following minima factors of safety shall be appl=ied to loads resulting
from unit pressure conditions:
Proof factor	 = 1.5
Ultimate factor = 2.0
c. F'actoihs an Opwationnal Lifetime Cycles
When only typical fatigue allowables are available, the component shall be
capable of withstanding 10 time the predicted ramber of load cycles. When
sufficient fatigue data are available to establish statistical minimum guaranteed
fatigue allowables, the component shall be capable of withstanding three times
the predicted number of load cycles.
Castings
Alloy
195, H195
220
Turnalloy 7
40E
Temper
-T6
-T4
-T6
As Cast
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3.2
Materials used in the manufacture of the APS shall be of high quality suitable
for the purpose and shall
 conform to applicable specifications. All materials
employed must have proven capability to be fabricated to the shape and form
(including weldability) to satisfy the design requirements.
Materials known to be susceptible to stress corrosion cracking shall not be
used in a configuration/application conducive to stress corrosion cracking.
Materials known to be susceptible to stress corrosion cracking, as listed in
Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3, shall not be used witnout prior approval by the
procuring activity.
Fiove 3-1	 ALUK NUM ALLOYS WITH LOW RESISTANCE TO
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING*
Wrought Alloys
Temper
All Tempers
T30 T3510 T36 0 T4
T310 T351 9
 T37
T6, T651
T6, T651
T6, T651
T6, T651
Alloy
2011
2024
2219
7001
7075
7079
7178
r
* If. sheet material., unmschined extrusions, or umuchined plate material
is required, use of material listed above is permissible if high-strength
material is necessary.
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Fin" 	 "" I WM, ANDHICKS. ALLOi3 WITH I MERATZ
RESISTANCE TO BMW CORROSION CRACKI G*
Alloy
Low Alloy Steel
Maraging Steel
400 Series Stainless Steel
PH14-9 No Stainless Steel
PH15-5 No Stainless Steel
PH13-8 loo Stainless Steel
17-4PH Stainless Steel
AM 355 Stainless Steel
Tesler
150 to 190 ksi Y.S.
200 ksi Y. S.
All Tampers
SRH950 to 1050
H900 to 1000
H900 to 1000
H900 to 1000
> SCT -90OFH
*Allays and heat treatments listed above my be used if it can be
shown that there are no sustained tensile stresses (residual or
imposed).
Figure 3-3
«	 STEEL ALMS WITH VZY LOW RESISTANCE TO
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
Alloy
	
Temper
17-7PH Stainless Steel
PH15-7 Mo Stainless Steel
AM 355 Stainless Steel
H-11 Steel
Vascojet 1000
IA4110y Steels
19 Ni Karaging Steel
All Except CH900
All Except CH900
SCT900 FH
All Tempers
All Tesgfers
190 ksi Y.S.
>200 ksi Y.S.
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(a) Hydrogen Ndxrittlem I
Materials known to be susceptible to embrittlament when exposed to
gaseous hydrogen shall not be used in a configuration/application conducive
to hydrogen m*wittlement.
(b) Compatibility
All material used shall be selected on the basis of having maximum
ca Watibility with the environment with which it is used, with prim"
importance placed on material-propellant compatibility and the use of
nonflammable materials wherever possible. Any material used internally in
the oxidizer system shall be LCX compatible.
3.2.1 Fluids and Mar d=ical G^tgrs ►
(a) Fluid Velocity
Fluid line sizes shall be selected on the basis of design velocities
that w!&l.l result in an acceptable compromise between the excessive pressure
drop produced by too-small tubings and the weight and cost of too-Large
lines. Gas velocities shall be limited to Mach 0.3 or less, sx:cept where
higher values are spscifically justified and approved.
(b) Flange Seal Cone-"tors
Mechanically separable seal connectors in tubing or ducting greater
than 1 in. in diameter shall be bolted-type flangess unless otherwise justified
and approved. All flanges in tubing or ducting will incorporate redundant
seals.
(c) Campcnent Integration and Packaging
Flight components shall be limited to those required for flight operations,
s=epb for components that are required for onboard checkout and servicing.
Camponants integrations packagings and simplicity of checkout shall be
considered where advantages in maintainability, serviceability, rsplaceabilitys
weight, and cost could be realised.
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3.2.2 	 Cc®diti®etias AM Control.
1. Thal Control
Passive-etyps then al control shall be wed ttj, t}wi n !r4a— extent
possible.
2. Therml. Protections
Therml protection	 to identified shall us included in the
Qetm or component design and corresponding weights included in the overall.
IWAM Weight.
A
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3.3 MtOM& M Mahwas ImUM - n9we 3-4 provides tYptical stage and
gross lift-off art exchanges for use in systm design trade studies. The data
presented are a compilation of results obtained from vehicle sizing studies and
reflect allknown penalties including factors such as landing engine fuel for
cruise back 'range and changes to ascent and entr7 drag.
.
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4. ZtUcle Characteristics - The orbiter stage of the shuttle sFstm is a delta
wing, high cross range configuration and the booster is a single body, swq* wing,
canard configuration. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 present ,ass properties for the two
stages. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show profile sketches of the orbiter and booster
respeativel, indicating general vehicle diasnsicns and RCS thruster locations.
Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show vehicle inboard pr odes indicating general equipment
locations.
F
Picure A-1	 0RBIM MASS PERTIES
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f
$	 -USU= IAUWCH STAGING INSERTICK IT EWRY
Weight (lb) 860,442 331,780 319,187 277,291
Center of Gravity (in)	 X +1063 +1465 +1485 +1.4,81
Y 0 0 0 0
Z +257 +303 +346 +298
Moment of Inertia ( Slug-ft2x1D4 )
IXX 2.55 1.96 1.94 1.84
In 42.24 15.25 14.06 12.86
I2Z 42.66 15.58 14.39 13.23
SOUTH POLAR
Wei& ;: lb) 853,40'7 302,0'l5 290,012 278,376
Center of Gravity (in)	 X +167 +1470 +1491 +1486
Y 0 0 0 0
Z +253 +295 +298 +298
Moment of Inertia (Slug-ft2x,0-6)
IXX 2.45 1.88 1.86 1.84
I 43.77 14.77 13.60 12.99
RESUPPLY
I 44.32 15.16 13.99 13.37
Weight (lb) 84599N 317,149 293,197 276,367
Center of Gravity (in)	 X +1063 +1486 +1498 +1489
Y 0 0 0 0
Z +250 +286 +289 +288
Moment of Inertia ( Slug-f't2xjO4 )
IXX 2.56 2.07 2.0r, 2.01
In 42.90 15.34 13.59 12.73
IZZ 43.67 15.93 14.1.6 13.29
9.38
13..8.32
1.22.52
11545
119.65
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EL&ve 4-2
B008M (LASS P8pP1 T1w
Design - BLASE ,T .
Litt Oft
Weight (lb)	 3056,180
	
Center of Gmvit' (in) x	 +2071
	
2	 0
	
Z	 +4"
M men t of Inertia (Slug ft 2X10-6)
9.45
	
z	 ice:00
Mission Phase
	
Staging	 Start of Cruise
	
7219 280 	 699,292
	+30 	 +3015
0	 0
	
+423	 +424
*Applicable to Resupply and South Polar Missions
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NASA MSC — COMI. , Houston, Taxes
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